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I.      IITHODUCnOI 

Background and Purpose 

1. At the Expert Group Meeting on the Use of Consul tante, held in 

New York in October 1966,  the  "Manual on the Use of Consultants in 

Developing Countries'* was finalized and the comments of more than sixty 

experts and managers of engineering, management and other consulting 

organizations in the Americas,  Asia and Europe were incorporated in the 

final document  published in  1^63. 

2. In line with the increasing interest in and need for consultants 

in the industrialization process of developing countries, regional 

workshops were  proposed as an effective means of bringing together 

industrialists,  managers of public and private industrial development 

agencies and other employers and suppliers of consulting services to 

discuss common problems encountered on  the regional  levels. 

Organization 

3. Under the joint sponsorship of the Crovernm'mt of Japan and the 

United Nations Industrial  Development Organization,  the first Regional 

Workshop on the Use of Consultants was held at the Tokyo International 

Centre in Ichigaya,  Tokyo,   Ja^an,  from  1  to  13   December 1.'ó9.     The 

Workshop was organized uith  the co-operation of the Overseas Technical 

Co-operation Agency (OTCA),  The Engineering Consulting Firms Association 

(ECPA),   the Japan Productivity Centre and the Japan Consulting Institute. 

Mr. H.  Ohoto,   Director of OTCA,  was Honorary Chairman of the Workshop; 

Mr.  L.  Katkhouda, Acting Chief of the  Industrial  Institutions Section, 

UNIDO,  and Mr. H. Hori,   Chief of the Internal Operations  Division,  OTCA, 

were Director and Co-director of the Workshop,  respectively. 

4. The Workshop proposed to  discuss problems concerned with the 

functions and responsibilities of consultants,  the techniques and 

methods of selecting consultants,  the contractual and financial arrangement« 

in connexion with consulting assignments,  the implementation of the 

consultant's recommendations,  the training of consultants and the ways 

and means of providing more effective consultancy assistance to industry 
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•ad to those agencies dami ine "it* loetl «ad fortini OOMMI tasta 

involved with industrial development. 

Opening Ceremony 

5*  Mr. VJ. Magistretti, Resident Representative of the United Hâtions 

Development i rogramme in Japan gave the initial address of welcome to the 

members of the Workshop and to the representative of the Government of 

Japan, Mr. A. Shigemitcu, Director General of the United Nations Bureau, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Welcoming statements were also given by 

Mr. K. Tasuke, Director General of OTCA, and by Mr. Y. Kubota, Chairman 

of ECFA. 

Attendance 

6. The Workshop wa3 attended by: 

Seven experts with executive positions in consulting 

organizations from the following countries: Australia, 

India, Japan, . oland, Sweden and the United States; 

- Thirteen participants holding high managerial position« 

in either consulting firms or industrial development 

agencies from the following countries: Afghanistan, 

Ceylon, China, India, Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, 

the ihilippines, Singapore and Ihailand; 

- Ten observers with executive p sitions in either 

consulting firms or industrial development agencie« in 

Australia and Japan. 

The Engineering Council of America and the International Federation 

of Consulting Kn^ineers forwarded their regrets to the Workshop that they 

were unable to send observers as originally planned. 

A complete list of names and addresses of experts, participants and 

observers at the Jorkshop is given in Annex 2. 

Election of Officers 

7. The Workshop unanimously elected the following officers: 

Chairman       Mr. M. Mari wall a (India) 

Vice-Chairman 

Rapporteur 

Mr. C. Hylvaganam (Ceylon) 

Kr. H. B. Tan (Singapore) 
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&•     At lia first ••••ion, the work programma «ai 

in Annex 2, wer« unanimously adopted. 

Documentation,  Report and Wording Lanauajte 

9<      Documents prepared in connexion with the wbrfcmhop 

following:   information parera distributed at the Workshop  , 

discussion papers - resented by the experts in attendane«.    A iist of 

those documents is grren in Annex 2.    In addition,  certain papers were 

prepared by partici rants and deliv red to the  workshop as unofficial 

statements.    ,\ summary of these individual statements is given in Annex 1. 

10. At  its closing sessions,   the  «¡orkshop unanimously approved  the 

draft report of the discussions  that  took place.      ftie recommendation« 

formulated by the  participants and the experts were carefully considerad 

and unanimously approved. 

11. English was the officiai working language of the Workshop. 

Closing Ceremony 

12. At its closing se sion, the Workshop was addressed sy 

Mr. Y. oekiyama, Chief of  Peohnioal Co-operation Seotion, Trmda and 

Development Bureau, Ministry of International Trade and Industry, 

Government of Janan, and by Mr.  H. Hori, Director of the Workshop,    tot» 

speakers complimented the partici pants on their enlightening discussion« 

and constructive recommendations as well as on the oo-operative spirit 

that prevailed  throughout  the sessions.    In a statement made by 

Mr. II.  Yamaguchi, Managing Direct >r of ECPA,   the  Workshop was praised 

as a rewarding experience for all m attendance.     Speaking on behalf 

of UNIDO,  Mr.  Katkhouda expressed appreciation to  the Government of Japan 

for their hospitality and co-operation and thanked the responsible 

parties in the Government and in the respective consulting firwa and 

development agencies for their valuable efforts in organising and 

servicing the Workshop.    Ine closing statement was made by the 

Chairman of the Workshop, Mr.  K. Mari walla,  who,   speaking on behalf of 

the participants,  thanked UNIDO and the Government of Japan for providing 

the opportunity for discussion on this important subject.    He expressed 

the hope that UNIDO and oth^r agencies would, as appropriate, i«pl< 

the approved recommendations that fall within their ooapetenoe. 
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XI. 

Itanti— and iWsponsibilitlei of Con»ultairtt 

13t    IWo papers on the subject of functions and rea pönal tei li tla« of 

consultants wer« presented to the Workshop for discussion,    lbs emphasis 

in tha first paper was on technical and engineering consulting services, 

the speaker citing several  cai e studies of projects in the fields of 

industrial design,  planning,  specification, bid analysis and the like, 

undertaken by Japanese consulting firms for international,  national 

and regional clients.    Using consultants retained by the  International 

Bank for Reconstruction and  Development   (IBRD) as a specific point of 

reference,  the speaker noted that consultants often serve as an important 

link between the supplying organisation and  the recipient  country. 

14.    In the second paper,   the work of Japan's management  consultants 

reoeived considerable attention and,  in this connexion,   the speaker 

stated that the type of management consulting service required and 

Most readily accepted by a particular country was ñ e pendent for the moat 

part on the country's achieved level of industrial development as well 

as on the nature of its most immediate  problems. 

15»    In the discussions that followed attention vas focused on the need 

for consultants to act not only as problem solvers but also as 

diagnosticians of related problems.    It was suggested that, when 

consulting with national bodies concerned with national   development 

plans,  consultants should take into consideration the project's over-all 

contribution to the country's economy and thus be willing to train looal 

counterparts to deal with thè after-service of such projects. 

16.    In referring to management consulting assignments,   the Workshop 

was mindful of the problems involved in assessing the extent of a 

consultant's liability should his service fail  to nroduce the expected 

results.    More probably,  liability can be determined in cases involving 

technical and engineering services such as dam building,  water projeott 

and the  like.    Tlius,  consultants were advised to act always with the 

best interest of their clients in mind and to provide clients with 

unbiased and qualified recommendation«.    Since a valuable criterion 
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for judging a consultant's qualifications is the repeated use of his 

services,  the consultant was  seen to have a responsibility to himself 

and to the profession to maintain his good reputation and professional 

standing throuf^i top level  performance on each assignment.    It was 

agreed that, while as  professionals consultants should assume 

responsibility for their decisions,   they should not be held liable for 

unsatisfactory results if the client has failed to properly implement 

the consultant's recommendation.    It was further noted that consultants 

wishing to comply with the objectivity requisite should not have any 

comercial  or business ties  to suppliers of the same  client. 

17. The  practicality of obtaining insurance on design and other 

consulting work,  particularly as it applies to projects in the technical 

and engineering fields, was discussed   at length.    Several participants 

Maintained that the high premiums  for such insurance tended to put a 

financial burden on the consulting firms, thereby limiting their 

freedom to operate effectively. 

18. It was thought useful  to the discussions to define the primary 

souroes of consulting services: industrial consultants,  consulting firms, 

industrial research institutes, universities, government agencies and 

international organizations;   suppliers of equipment,  material or 

proprietary information were not regarded as nrofessional  consultants. 

19. Consultancy in the field of project evaluation and  feasibility 

studies was believed of special  importance  to developing countries and, 

in this context,  two  types of feasibility studies were  distinguished: 

on« involving projects concerned with  the  infrastructure  for economic 

development where no direct   financial   return on  investment  can be 

«•asurad;   the other concerned with   the  establishment    >i   new or the 

expansion of existing industrial   enter; riser  where  di root   profits may 

be seen as recul ting from such   investments.    However,   as a general 

principle,  estimatas of feasibility should   involve not   only cost and 

profit analysis  but  should  also   be  bane I  on  the  project's  long-range 

aocio-economic contributions  to  the country. 

20. Reference was made to  the interest  that  the Governments of both 

developed and developing countries have in supplying technical and 

managerial advisory services to their small-scale and cottage industries. 
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It was noted that in many cases Governments have established the 

institutional schemes needed to provide such services.    In this 

regard, advisory services supplied by public or semi-public 

organizations wore believed to complement the work of private 

consulting firms operating in the country. 

Selection of Consultants 

21. In order to alleviate the critical shortage of qualified consultants 

in developing countries,  the  Workshon unanimously recommended that 

developed countries make available their pool of experts.    In the 

paper proaented on "Methods  of Selecting Consultants",  it was pointed 

out that often the so-called  problem initially assigned to the 

consultant may,  in fact,  not  be the actual problem requiring solution. 

Hence,  clients should conduct preliminary studies aimed at clearly 

identifying the nature and defining the scope of their problems before 

bringing in an outside consultant.    ¡articularly in developing countries, 

specialists in the field of concern should be assigned the task of 

preparing such studies.    The  Workshop was critical  of clients that placed 

too much eimhasis on the selection of a consultant and not nearly enough 

on the proper evaluation of the problems requiring solution. 

22. Once the decision to bring in an outside consultant has been 

reached and the preliminary studies on the problem have been completed, 

the client's next step is to  select a suitable consultant or consulting 

firm, as the case may be.     In the combined opinion of the participants, 

the following critera should be observed when evaluating prospective 

consultants: the reputation and professional standing of the consultant 

or firm or both,   based on reference checks;  the previous clientele 

served;     the volume of repeated business;   the academic and professional 

qualifications of the consul tant (s);  the value of the proposed 

consulting fee;   the degree of knowledge of local conditions, language 

and the like.    It vas agreed that often a high fee must be paid for 

top quality consulting work and, in this  connexion,    clients were 

advised not to allov; a low fee to be the most decisive factor in 

selecting a consultant.    On the other hand, it was agreed that clients 

should not interpret    an expensive fee as being tantamount to superior 

work.    Ultimately good consultants vail stand on their reputation 
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+nA high degree of professionalism and not only on remunerative returns. 

It was concluded that no method existed that would guarantee the 

screening out of "misfits". 

23.     Since mo3t of the participants were familiar with the services 

of United Nations experts in their respective countries, the subject 

of selecting and utilizing such experts seemed highly relevant to the 

discussions.    Experts are recruited by the Unitod Nations on an individual 

basis and assigned the tasks of completing a specific assignment and 

of training local counterparts in the country.    Several narticipants 

pointed to cases where there had been a breakdown in communications 

between the United Nations expert and the recipient agency.    It was 

therefore suggested that the recipient country prepare a background 

information report, to be supplied to the expert before he assumes his 

functions at his duty station,  that would include,  inter alia, a 

detailed job description conveying an accurate and realistic definition 

of the assignment and including relevant data on existing facilities, 

local personnel  and the  socio-economic conditions  in the country. 

24.     Developing countries were urged to explore the possibilities of 

using indigenous expertise for certain types of consulting assignments 

before turning to foreign consultants for assistance. 

2p.     It was also mentioned   that certain international agencies such as 

IBRD and UNIDO have developed for their internal use standard 

questionnaires which when filled out would supply the recfuired information 

necessary to allow for a proper selection of consultants. 

26. In the concluding remarks on the discus:;'on topic,  several 

participants maintained that international agencies,  including UNIDO, 

could do much to assist  developing countries by establishing standard 

criteria for selecting cons  1 tanto. 

Contractual   ani  i'1! nano al  Arrangements  in Connexion with 

Consulting Alignments 

27. The lack of indigenous  technical  know-how is a characteristic of 

most developing countries.     Bearing in mind the limitations on 

available UNIDO funds as well as the paucity of experts and consultants 

from UNIDO and from developed countries, the Workshop strongly recommended 
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that international consulting firms dispatch only their most qualified 

professionals to developing countries and not use such assignments 

as a training ground for junior consultants. 

28. It was believed that for consulting services rendered on the 

international market  formal contracts were essential;  less formal 

written agreements betv.'een clients and consultants may suffice for 

domestic assignments.     Those responsible for drafting contracts were 

advised to take the following important points   i.nto consideration:  the 

availablity of skills and materials,  the client's existing facilities; 

the degree of involvement of client personnel;   overhead costs;  time 

and budget allowances. 

29. Preliminary discussions between client and consultant were 

strongly recommended in cases involving international consulting 

assignments.    In order that all parties concerned have a clear under- 

standing of the roles  they were expected to play,  such talks should 

precede the signing of the contract and the commencement of work.    The 

usual practice is for the client to be charged an initial fee for 

these discussions. 

30. ûcamples were cited of contracts and written agreements 

containing consultant liability clauses.   However, it was generally 

oonoluded that the difficulties involved in assessing liability often 

render such clauses ineffective and for this reason the client should 

look to the selection of a good consultant as the final guarantee for 

good service. 

31. The Workshop drew attention to the various systems that have 

been developed within the consulting profession to provide a means of 

remunarating consultants for their services.-*      Included in this 

listing were:  lump sum,  relating to all or part of the consulting 

service;  per diem, based on salaries and overheads;  costs plus a fixed 

fee; percentage costu of work involved in cases of engineering 

consultancy;  a combination of any of the above. 

1/   See "Manual on the Us« of Consultanti in Developing Countries", 
New York, 1968, United Nations publication, (Sales Ho.:I.68.11.B.10), 

*      PP. 29-35. ' 
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32. In terms of the work itself, the following guidelines were 

given for fixing a fee: lump sum for process design, plant design and 

the like; per diem for supervision ani commissioning of plants. In 

oases of fees based on a percentage of total costs, '.t was noted that 

professional ethics have prohibited consultants from accepting 

additional payments from contractors. It was suggested that clients 

investigate fees that appeared disproportionate with the aiount of 

service rendered. Where a description of services exists, it should 

be accompanied by a detailed accounting ^f costs. In this manner, a 

client could then determine his personnel requirements and, if the 

assignment involved the use of foreign consultants, decide to assign 

preliminary studies and other groundwork activities to local 

consultants, thus contributing to the development of a viable 

indigenous consulting profession and possibly reducing the overall 

oosts of the project. 

Implementation of Consultant's Recommendations 

33. In discusring the integrated stages involved in the use of 

oonsultants, the Workshop listed the following: first, the 

determination of the need for consulting services; secondly, the 

proper identification and definition of the problem requiring solution; 

thirdly, the selection of a suitable consultant(s); and finally, the 

implementation of the consultant's recommendations. At all stages, 

it was believed imperative that a continuous dialogue talee place 

between the client and the consultant (and including the contractor 

if one is involved in the project). Furthermore, consultants were 

advised to work in close liaison with key client personnel and with 

others who may be associated with the nroject. 

34. In the implementation of contracts involving large supplies of 

•ateríais, depending on the availability of hard currenoy, local skills, 

equipment and the like, it may bo necessary to overlook the high 

oosts of indigenous materials. 'Ihe Workshop was informed that this 

practice has particular application in the developing countries where 

the paucity of ready money among local concerns has sometimes made 

it difficult to safeguard the progress payments of consultant's 

fees. 
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35* The need v.as expressed for an exchange of technical data 

between the client and the consultant even after the latter has 

completed his assignment. 'Inis system of feedback enables 

consultants to correlate new data uith their recommendations. 

36. With specific reference to management consultancy, the Workshop 

suggested that consultants exnlain to those who are to apply 

their recommendations the reasons behind their choices as well as 

the restrictions within which they have had to work. In this way, 

implementation of recommendations was known to proceed more effectively. 

Hiere the client's employees have contributed to the preparation of 

a management report, their assistance may be credited within the 

report-, however, names of individuals should be omitted. Similar 

practices were also suggested for technical consulting assignments. 

Conditions for a Successful Consulting Assignment 

37» It was believed that, depending on the tyre, the size and the 

scope of the consulting services as well as on the personality of 

the principals involved, one of the following remedial steps may bo 

necessary to clear up differences of opinion that may arise in the 

oourse of the assignment: cancellation of the original contract; 

request by the main consultants for the services of a secondary 

consulting firm; replacement of the client's liaison officer or the 

consultant or both. 

33. Realizing that the client-consultant relationship has direct 

bearing on the effectiveness of consulting services rendered, the 

workshop urged that interim reports become standard procedure for all 

consulting assignments. Key personnel in the client organization 

must be assured that the consultant aims to increase the level of 

productivity and not to decrease staff responsibilities or posts. Client 

personnel and employees at all levels in the client organization should 

be instructed to provide the consultant with any necessary information. 

It was noted that, even with the services of the best consultants, 

the objectives sought can be fulfilled only to the extent that the 

olient is willing to achieve them. 
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39*    Ihr«« case studies outlining the reasons for unsuccessful 

oonsulting assignments were presented to the Workshop.    In the first 

instance, the failure on the part of the consultant to initially 

establish a smooth working relationship with the client's senior 

management personnel brought about later conflicts and misunderstandings. 

In the second case study, the client's management personnel rejected 

the consultant's recommendations,  since he had diagnosed the problem 

as being one of faulty management.    Thirdly,  a personality clash 

between the consultant and the client's chief engineering, caused for 

the most part by the latter's fear of loot responsibility, resulted 

in his refusal to co-operate with the consultant. 

40. On    the basis of this background e perienee,   the Workshop 

proposed that the  following procedures  become standard in all consulting 

assignments:    job descriptions should be accurately detailed;  requests 

for consulting services should originate with the client's top 

management personnel;   interim reports  should be adopted;   client 

personnel at all  levels should be adequately informed of their 

contribution to and the overall purpose of the oonsulting assignment; 

the consultant should be given a degree of flexibility in establishing 

his fee;  the selection of a consultant  should be based on a combination 

of factors and not only on the attractiveness of the oroposed fee. 

41. 'The suggestion was also made that  consultants  should take a 

flexible approach to their r-robl em-solving,   since many solutions may 

lie outside the immediate range of the  problem.    Nevertheless,  consultant« 

should not be willing to compromise their professional ethics for 

the sake of obtaining polutions. 

•Training of Consultants 

42. In order  for a country to establish a viable indigenous oonsulting 

profession,   thr;  servicer, of its industrias as well  as of its 

infrastructural   institution:; must be  enlisted.     In  this connexion,  the 

Workshop recognize)   thu  folloian,: an   . oauible  training grounds  for 

consultants:   uni verni tien,   research institutes,   scientific and 

professional associations,   productivity centres,  and international 

organizations.    At this point, in the discussions the example of    the 

- .«S*.» ¿~J.„. £ ^ -». - X.  -K. .«•••• •« rft-j, tfffifl .ML,.' <&• <+• • **£.*£**.£•>  i   .   ..&    ..A.t.^^.Jja" frSWilti m 
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Polish Development Contre was presented to the Workshop.   An 

essential part of the curri cul um for each training oourse offered 

to managers, specialists and consultants is an explanation of the 

client-consultant relationship and of the need for interrelated 

action.    The Centre has successfully established a system of feedbaok 

between graduates now active in industry and its course instructors. 

43. It was the general consensus that those wishing to enter the 

field of management consultancy should spend some time in industry 

before joining a consulting firm.    Por technical  consultancy, 

however, it has been found practicable to accept recent university 

graduates into a firm on a junior consultant basis,  thereby giving 

them valuable on-the-job experience needed to later qualify them 

as full professionals.    A consulting trainee should possess the 

following qualities: a broad knowledge of subjects other than his 

fields of specialty, a logical and analytical mind, an enthusiasm for 

new learning and a passion for work. 

44. The Workshop observed that, owing to the lack of adequate 

facilities, of technical knoi^-how, and of opportunity for practical 

experience that  exist in most developing countries,  the time  period 

for training consultants in these countries is usually considerably 

longer than that in the more industrialized countries.    Consequently, 

the idea of sending consultants from developing countries to  short-term, 

intensive-training courses conducted by organizations in developed 

countries received the strong endorsement of all participants. 

45»    The discussions then focused on the unresolved topic of v:hether 

consultancy should be considered as an activity of a specialist or 

regarded as a full recognized profession.    Those wishing to  "professionalise" 

consultancy trere advised to:   establish a reservoir of knowledge in 

specific fields of consultancy;  establish new and strengthen and upgrade 

existing training programmes  for consultants;  establish standard 

criteria for evaluating a consultant's    eligibility for becoming a 

professional;  grant recognition to and adopt legislation for the 

profession of consultancy;   and establish on national and regional bases 

professional associations of consultants.    The Workshop recognized 

i—i' --r3^fJ**L"-- 
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that especially in developing countries suoh associations oould assist 

in safeguarding the ethics of the professions and in regulating the 

practioes of consultants opei .b'.ng in the country.    It vas noted that 

consideration is now being given in several developing countries to 

drawing up legislation aimed at fulfilling the above goals. 

Summary of iarticipante'  statements 

46. In the afternoon sessions 0" the Workshop,  statements were made 

"by participants on the use of consulting services in their respective 

organizations and countries. Statements were made by participants from 

the following countries: Afghanistan,  Ceylon,  China, India,  Indonesia, 

Iran, Malaysia,  the ¡-"hilippines, Singapore and Thailand. 

47. Since participants at the Workshop represented various private, 

governmental and semi-public organizations malting use of and often 

providing themselves such consulting services,   the requirements on the 

use of consultants differed accordingly.    Nevertheless,  there ;;as a 

general  consensus on several topics,  as summarized below. 

48. Governments of developing countries often set targets and 

establish priorities for their cottage and small-scale industries. Thus 

Governments should take the initiative in forming productivity centres 

or similar institutions where low-cost  consulting and advisory services 

would be available.    Vhese centres should seek to  educate  the  local 

industrialists on the need for consulting nervicm;  in their industries, 

the knowledge  of which is  lacking among man;/   oí'  the small-scale 

industrialists  in nost developing countries,     H  v>.as agreed  that 

assistance of  this type v:ould nerve   to  complement   the activities of the 

private consulting firms operating in   the country. 

49. To offset   the dearth of both   trained specialists and local 

consultants  that exists  in most  developing countries,   the  participants 

joined in urging developed (ountnes and international  consulting firms 

to make available their reservoir of .cnou ledge and   qualified 

consultants. 

50. It was  further recognized that  foreign consultanti!  often  represent 

the only available source of training for would-be consultants in 

developing countries.    Hence consultants from developed countries should 

act not only as problem-solvers but also as instructors to local counterpart«. 
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III.      RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Workshop made the following recoomendationat 

(1) THAT developing countries in order to strengthen their own 

core of professional consultants should give prefereno« to 

domestic consultants whenever possible; 

(2) THAT developing countries should ensure that the needs of 

small-scale industries  for advisory and consulting servioei 

are adequately met; 

(3) THAT developing countries should give preference to consultancy 

training needs in their requests  for UNIDO  fellowships; 

(4) THAT users of consulting services in developing countries 

should talee adequate measures  to retain and to assign  their 

most competent personnel  to work with foreign consultants or 

experts: 

(5) THAT the duties and responsibilities of key client personnel 

assigned to work with the foreign consultant or expert  should 

be clearly defined; 

(6) THAT in a "turn-key project where the technical consultant is 

provided by the machinery supplier or financier it would be 

desirable for \,he user of consulting services in a developing 

country to additionally retain their own consultant; 

(7) THAT it would be advisable for the client to require neriodio 

progress reports from the consultant during the course of the 

assignment; 

(8) THAT forei^-n experts and consultants retained for assignment 

in a developing country be made aware of their obligations to 

train indigenous personnel assigned to work with them so that 

there will be an optimum transfer of knowledge, skills, 

techniques and technology, and when applicable this obligation 

should be defined in the contract. 
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(£)   SIT farei ga ooiwaltants retala»« «r aaalgaa« IB A 

mimtiry ehould amke maximua UM of iaáifMMM 

aad of other local peroonnal; 

(10) THAT foreign consultants retained or assigned to work «a a 

regional project should employ aa anon aa poaalbl« regii—l 

expertise from developing countries; 

(11) THAT it should be emphasized that  the auooaaaful oomiplatio» af 

a consulting assignment will depend to a great extant oa the 

consultant's or expert's prier knowledge of and adaptibility 

to the social,  cultural,  political and economio environment 

of the country of assignment: 

(12) 'MAT maximum utilization of local materials and resouroes 

should be enoouraged in »11 development projects including 
Mturn-Key" contracts; 

(13) THAT users of consulting services should give preference to 

technical consultine *"iiw  and individual consultants who 

have no direct ties with ejuiiment suppliers,  manufactuera, 

or contractors, where such ties might  result in a coniliot 

of interest; 

(14) riTUT UNIDO prepare a directory of consultants and consulting 

organisations in the field of industrial development within 

each developing country 

(15) THAT UNIDO should give priority in the use of consultants 

and experts to those from developing countries whenever poaaible; 

(16) HUT UMIDO conduct surveys in co-operation with other 

United ïfektions bodies and with appropriate regional orgjuiiiationa 

to help determine consulting needs and capabilities in developing 

oountries- 

(17) 1HAT UNIDO in co-operation wit», developed and    developing 

oountries take the initiative in organising training px 

for consultants in developing oountries J 
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(18) HsUT national consulting associations of developed and 

developing countries malee available to UNIDO for publication 

purposes case studies of successful and unsuccessful asaij 

in developing countries 

(19) TEAT UHI00 as well as regional, nationa* and other international 

organisations sponsor peri odi o workshops in the use of consul tant •• 

W.'iftr 

at 1« 

rt **r- 
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m BT THE PARTICIPANTS AT THE WORKSHOP 

The statements made by participants during the afternoon 

Masions of the Workshop have been summarised to permit inclusion 

in this Report. 

The views and opinions expressed in these statements are those 

of the participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 

Secretariat of UNIDO. 

*# Statement by the Participant from Afghani etc 

Capital and equipment alone have "been found insufficient to 

promote industrial growth;   the prime need in Afganistan ao in other 

developing countries is for easy access to the Icnowledge of modern 

technology. 

Afghanis tan*s industrial  sector consists of small-scale industries 

mainlyof a handicraft nature and of only a few medium-sized industries. 

As a result of effective government planning, the past decade has 

witnessed considerable progress in the development of the country's 

manufacturing industries. 

Bilateral,  multilateral  and international  technical assistance 

programmes have  been  instrumental   in promoting industrial development 

ill the    country.     The services of technical  consultants and experts 

on assignment   in   the  country  an  a re:mlt  of agro omenti:;  with   the 

Governments  of   the   ¡-'«dorai   líetubiic ;>f (jormany,   ['Vaneo,   the  Union of 

Soviet  Jocial ist«   .íe.ublicn   a> d   the Uni loi  dlatos  a:;   well   a:;  with 

various United  Nat: >m; apene i es have contributed  substantially to the 

establishment   of an i ¡dustrial   foundation from which Afghanistan is 

developing.     Notable assistance has ueen received in a number of 

projects outlined below. 

1/ Mr. A. Ali Abawi,  General Director of Technical Department, 
Ministry of Mines and Industries, l'ashtunistan Wat, Kabul 
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Under an agreement with the Federal Republic of Germany, an 

advisory group composed of a director and a staff of eight experts 

rendered the following assistance: advice to the Minis-try    of 

Wanning on matters concerned with industrial planning;  advice to 

the Ministry of Mines and Industries on promoting industrial 

development through improved use of management techniques;     training 

of civil servants in the principles of modern cost accounting;  advice 

to local industrial firm3 in both sectors on investment matters in 

connexion with the Afghan Investment Centre.    Additionally,  the 

consulting firm of Laymayer International G.m.b.H.,  operating in 

Afghanistan since 1963    under a similar technical assistance programme 

with the Federal  Republic of Germany, has lent its consulting servioes 

to the installation of an electrical network in Kabul;  the 

construction of the hydro-electric power station in Mahipar: 

and the construction of oil  storage tanks in Kabul  and Jalalabad. 

At the request of the Pood and Utilities Department of the 

Ministry of Finance, the services of the Kuroafghan Consulting Company 

(a joint venture between the  Danish firm of Lief Hansen and the 

Suka Silo Bau of the Federal  Republic of Germany) have been received 

in connexion with planning and construction of silos,  rood 

processing and water plants. 

Since iyó6 the French mission of AoMIC-CINAM  (Association pour 

l'Organisation des Missions de Cooperation Technique - Compagnie 

d'Etudes Industrielles et d'Amenagement du Territoire) has been at v/ork 

in Afghanistan for industrial  development on the regional level. 

Their services have been instrumental in promoting development in 

several rural areas and are presently devoted to studying the economio 

factors that •. ould permit the regional development of industrial 

estates.    iTie American firm of Robert R. Nathan Associates have been 

rendering assistance to the Ministry of Planning in establishing the 

administrative machinery for the formulation and implementation of 

industrial development programmes. 

The Afghan Investment Centre was established to offer assistance 

to foreign and domestic private investors as well as to government 

offioials concerned with national investment programmes.    The Centre's 

t^Umà^ÊmÊÊUiÊÉ^a^Ê^tàii^^ÊÊÊaÊÊÊIÊàiÈaÊÊiÊÊilÊi^ÊllÈMmm *** 
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services include feasibility and pre-investment studies, technical 

advice on plant design and equipment procurements as well as technioal 

assistance in the areas of management development and productivity. 

The International  Labour Organisation,   the Asia Foundation and the 

Governments of the Federal Rerublic of Germany, France and the United 

States have contributed expert advisors tc act as the Centre's 

initial teaching staff.    Fees ate kept low so as to provide services 

to local industries and are offered usually on the basis of a fixed 

fee plus out-of-pocket expenses. 

As Afghanistan plans for further developments of and improvements 

in the country's infrastructure as well as in its agricultural 

industries, the assistance of more foreign consultants is urgently 

needed. 

Statement by the Participant from Ceylon-^ 

Within recent years Ceylon has experienced an unprecidented growth 

in its industrial sector as well as a concurrent demand for skilled 

technical consultants.    Both the public and the private industrial 

sectors have sponsored the establishment of institutions offering 

managerial and technical consulting services, such as the Management 

Development and l'roductivity Centre,   the Technical  Services Agency of 

the  Industrial  Development  B>ard,   the  Ceylon institutionr of industrial 

and scientific research,  the accounting and management  consulting 

divisions of the  country's majo- auditing firms,     oince mont of these 

institutions are in the  early si. age s  of ororation,   Ceylon must look 

to external  sources to  supply highly  specialized   technicians.    In this 

context,   the use of consultants has  become the subject  of many 

meeting?: and seminars held among potential and actual  uoei:;  of such 

services.    'The following important  ^actors have emerged from these 

discussions: 

-    A clear definition of the  problem to be solved as well as 

an aocurate assessment of related factors are essential to the sucoess 

of all consulting assignments; 

2/Mr. Cadiravail Mylvaganam,  Chairman,  Industrial Development Boardj and 
Director,  Industrial Development, Ministry of Industries and Fisheries, 
Colombo. 
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- Speoific reasons for retaining consultants should be 

properly identified and clearly spelled out to the consultant and 

to the client's involved personnel; 

- Time and money will be wacted in drawing up recommendations 

if the consultant fails to conduct his own preliminary studies of the 

problem and its related factors: 

- External financing arrangements for consulting projects often 

place limitations on the client's choice of consultants; 

- Both client and consultant have mutual obligations in a 

oonsulting assignment; 

- At all stages of the assignment, it is essential to have a 

oontinuous dialogue between client and consultants as well as to have 

interim reports in order that harmony may exiBt among those involved 

with the project. 

Against this background of experience, the Industrial Development 

Board was set up to provide, inter alia, assiBtanoe to clients in both 

industrial sectors who seek advisory help in the use of foreign 

consultants. IBD operates in various industrial fields and its 

work is administered by its associated agencies which include: the 

Marketing and Expert Promotion Centre, the Management Development 

and iroductivity Centre, the Credit and Finance Agency, the 

Industrial Estates Agency, the Investment Information Bureau, and the 

Technical Services Agency. 

Through its Economic Research Division, IDB provides clients 

with assistance in conducting preliminary project studies and subsequent 

follow-up activities involved îdth the use of foreign consultants. 

In association with its adivsory councils and with its industrial 

panels set up in each branch of local industry, IBD also provdes 

help to local industrialists in identifying trouble spots where 

oonsulting services may be of assistance. 

According to a recent survey of Ceylon's industrial needs over 

the next five years, consulting services will be required on both the 

national and the regional levels for most of the country's heavy 

and light industries. Additionally, such projects as the proposed 

'"Free Industrial Zone" and the development of the Trincomalie harbour 

will require assistance from skilled consultants. 
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^ttctnt by the Participant from China * 

Hie China Productivity and Trade Center was established in 1955 

to stimulate economic development by means of improved industrial 

productivity. Through the training programmes set up, the management 

research conducted and the consulting services rendered, the Centre 

has provided technical and managerial assistance to almost five 

hundred of the country's industrial firms. 

Consulting services are extended either on a short-term or a 

long-term basis depending on the diagnosed client problem or on the 

length of service requested by the client. In either case, a task 

force composed of personnel from the Centre as well as from the client 

organization is assigned the job oí ensuring that the consulting 

service is rendered in a harmonious and effective manner. 

Hie Centre operates on a non-profit basis and charges its clients 

a minimum fee for servioe. In this way it is able to assist many of 

the smaller firms that are unable to meet the high fee requirements 

of international consulting firms. The Centre aims to provide top 

quality service and as such selecto only qualified consultants to 

oarry out its assignments. In assessing the value of a consultant, 

the Centre places emphasis on the consultant's character rating as 

well as on his professional qualifications. 

The problems encountered by the Centre are likely to be 

shared by similar institutions in other developing countries. Por 

example, the management of many small-scale firms are either ignorant 

of or apathetic towards learning modern management techniques. This 

can be partly explained by the nature of theno businesses} most firms 

have been passed down through familier? M th litt If or no concern for 

I the management ability of the family member inheriting the firm.  As 

SUCh it is often difficult tn maim the <n,ne.r   ROC that he mu ;t update 

the firm's management technique«.  \ttemits have been made, and at 

times with much success, to break down these traditional barriers by 

means of symposiums and conferences aimed at bringing the problems 

of these industries into the public light and at educating the 

» 

¿/Mr. Yu-Tien Li, Manager, Management Consulting Department, 
China Productivity and Trade Centre, Taipei, Taiwan. 
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industrialiste to come more management oriented. 

Similarly, problems have been encountered in compiling the 

necessary economic data required for an accurate diagnosis of the 

client's problem.    Tradition again plays a part in making the client 

fear that revealed statistics will result in fiscal reprisals.    The 

Centre has had to develop methods of circumventing this client prac- 

tice although the system of checking submitted data with other sources 

of information is time consuming. 

Many cottage and small-scale industries have registered increased 

profits as the country has generally enjoyed overall economic growth. 

True,  it is often difficult to convince many of these industrialists 

that they must quantitatively and qualitatively increase their manage- 

ment personnel.    Experience has shown that among the management staff 

of many "family" firms, knowledge of the principles of modern manage- 

ment is severly limited.    The lack of qualified personnel as well as 

the unwillingness often to bring in trained "outsiders" are problems 

that the Centre continues to solve. 

Statement by the First Participant from Indian 

India recognizes the need for deliberate and well-planned efforts 

aimed at achieving optimum utilization of available resources and 

improved economic status.    Although the expenditures in both time and 

money for consultant engineering services is low in relation to total 

outlays for development programmes and projects, insufficient attention 

to detail resulting generally from inadequate knowledge of local con- 

ditions often leads to results considerably at variance with expecta- 

tions.    Not only are certain infrastructures for industrial  development 

generally inadequate in developing countries but environmental  conditions 

are largely different in these countries from those existing in devel- 

oped countries.    While foreign consultants have specialized knowledge 

4/Mr. Shri Kan D. Mariwalla, Chief Consultant, National Industrial 

Development Corporation Ltd., New Delhi. 
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of technologies, indigenous consultants are familiar with local 

conditions and influences which ultimately affect the nature of 

the techno-economic solution suitable for an industrial entreprise. 

Consultants in developing countries, in addition to their 

usual project analysis workt  have an additional function, i.e., to 

analyse manufacturing processes and machinery and equipment available 

from developed countries with a view to their suitability for applica- 

tion to developing countries.     It has been observed that most manu- 

facturing processes and equipment in use in developed countries are 

essentially large-scale,   s ingle-purpose and capital  invensive in 

nature, thus making them usually unsuitable for use in developing 

countries where markets  are  small  and tue equipment  required must 

he essentially flexible and versatile,     Indigenous consultants  in 

developing countries,   who  are   familiar with  local  conditions,  make 

efficient project consultants   acting either on  their own or  in 

association with consultants   ¿rom developed  countries. 

Engineering service»   in   ìndia have «»volved   rapidly  in the past 

years,   owing  in part  to   the   increased  interest   in and use of  special- 

ised technology.     After   two   decades  of  experience,   India has   built 

up consultant  capabilities   in   euch   f i el di?  as   project   planning,   market 

surveys,   feasibility  studies,   project  engineering and  project   evalua- 

tion.      India  has;   reached   a   level   of"  verier il   .",ej r-cuf'f ici .»nc.y    in most 

phases of   pr*—irivoBtment   analysée  and  plant   engineering.     Considerable 

progress  continues  to  be made   in  product  and  process design  as  well 

as  in the more  recently   introduced  field of management consultancy. 

Experience  has  taught the   Indian commi tant  to   take the  particu- 

lar socio-economic  factors of  a region into consideration when approach- 

ing solutions.     oimi.arly, national  priorities  have been borne  in mind 

in carrying out consulting assignments. 

The Nationa1   Industrial   Development  Corporation,   established by 

the Government,   has evolved   into one of the foremost organizations 

operating in India in the  field of engineering consultancy.     During 

a little over a decade,  NI DC   has dealt with problems particular to 

local conditions.    The activities of NI DC include demand surveys, 
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techno-econoaic studies, and detailed design and engineering work 

at all project stages.    Its staff now numbers over 250 engineers, 

technicians,  economists and other professionals skilled in the fields 

of manufacturing,  light process industries, formulation of regional 

industrial development programmes and the like.    The services of »IDC 

have been used by other developing countries in Africa and Asia as 

well as by various agencies of the United Nations. 

HIDC has,  in the course of its growth, experimented with a number 

of solutions to the problem of training consulting engineers.    The main 

sources of recruits have been experienced engineers and professional 

•en as well as some recent university engineering graduates.    For new 

recruits, it has been found useful to have the» work as understudies 

to experienced consultants in the organization. 

It has been recognized that one important function of consultant« 

is the accumulation of technical and engineering data in order that 

an effective and viable system of feedback may be set up.    In this 

connexion, it is hoped that institution arrangements on the national 

and international levels can be made for the collection, compilation 

and dissemination of information pertaining to design solutions adopted 

for various problems in the past and for follow-up information on the 

effectiveness of implementing these solutions.    In this capacity, 

UMIDO may be of great assistance to consultants as well as to those 

using consulting services. 

5/ Statement by the Second Participant from India^ 

The use of consulting services has increased rapidly in India 

in the past decades.    As a result,   Engineers India Ltd. has become the 

country's largest and most developed consulting firm operating in the 

area of petroleum and petrochemicals.    Government-owned,  EIL offers 

a broad range of technical services to clients in all  sectors of the 

economy.    Included among these services are techno-economic studies, 

process development, basic design,  detailed engineering,  equipment 

¿/Mr. Manmohan S. Pathak, Cha.rman and Managing Director, Engineers 
India Ltd., New Delhi. 
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procurement, pre-conrtruction services and construction supervision, 

projeot management.    EIL operates usually within its own resources 

although it has occasionally subcontracted with foreign engineering 

companies,  process licensors and the like.    ElL's major projects to 

date have included services rendered in connexion with the construc- 

tion of refineries at Madras, Haldda and at Bombay and of a chemical 

plant at Koyali.    On a smaller scale,  it has been involved with the 

construction of a petroleum coke calcination plant,  a  lube blending 

plant and receiving/shipping facilities  for crude/finished  products 

at the Madras Port.     A master plan has  been prepared  for  a proposed 

petrochemical  complex  in Koyali, and  elsewhere    studies  continue  in 

the areas of  insecticides  and   fertilizers.     Future  projects   include 

design and  construction of  a naphtha crackf  and  of  noverai   chemical 

plants.     EIL*s  clientele  have  included  the Government  of   India, 

American  International   oil   Company,   National   Iranian Oil   Company, 

Esso,  and Sham Progetti.     BUI, began operations  in March   19^ with 

a staff  of three;   in   1970   it   is  estimated   that   the company  will 

produce over 000,000 man  hours  of  work. 

In the course of   its work,   Ell, has  recognized  that   the follow- 

ing points  should  be borne in mind by  all   engaged  in offering con- 

sulting services: 

- The development of management  skills must keep pace with 

that of technical   skills.     This   id particularly   important  in a 

labour-intensive developing country  where  a clear definition of 

objectives  and an optimum use of available resources are requisites to 

achieving a high  rate of  industrial   development.    Moreover,  the 

development  of only  technical   skills  and  the neglect  of management 

skills may  result   in misguided economic  targets  that can cause  large 

expenditures of resources and   little or no   financial  gains.    Similarly, 

the application of technical   skills relies heavily on the services 

of management,   as  for  example on the science of quantitative economics 

which compiles data on available  local   human and natural   resources 

needed  for  implementation of  development   projects. 

- Management  and  technical   skills must  for optimum development 

results be applied simultaneously at all  key  levels of decision making. 

Por example, the work of most government central planning commissions 
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in formulating national development plans involves such activitie« 

m market analyses,  economic surveys of local production and the 

like.    Thus,  the specialized knowledge of both management and technical 

consultants are needed.    Furthermore,  the  implementation of industrial 

projects will  require:     first,  the preparation by competent experts of 

a      techno-economic report,   defining inter alia,   the size and location 

Of the proposed plant;     secondly,   the setting up of plant operations 

which involves  construction,   equipment procurement,   design layout  and 

the like,  and carried out so as to  receive an optimum of benefit» 

while incurring a minimum of costs. 

- Design engineering skills must be developed on the local level 

in order to support the development and the use of locally manufactured 

industrial machinery and equipment.     It must be realized that foreign 

consultants are more accustomed to working with foreign manufactured 

goods and generally specify the use of such goods on their assignment«. 

Hence,  the client must pay the costly import duties  in addition to the 

costs of the equipment itself. 

- The selection of consultants will best be accomplished if,   in 

addition to such  factors  as  related experience,   fees  and repeated 

business,  the client examines his  available facilities, his personnel 

and the results of man-hour surveys before making a decision. 

- Foreign engineering firms  should aim  to utilize to  the fullest 

extent the available local manpower and machinery.     In this  respect, 

local consulting firms need to exercise a maximum of salesmanship in 

persuading their clients to give them a growing share of the country1• 

consulting assignments.     In order to support this  request,   they should 

be willing to furnish clients with guarantees  and assumed liability 

clauses if necessary.    It would be useful if Governments of developing 

countries were to scrutinize the import of foreign engineering servie«« 

in the same manner as they do the procurement of foreign manufactured 

equipment. 

-   As regards the questionaof whether a contract should be 

negotiated or whether it should be thrown open to competitive bidding, 

and of what form of remuneration should be adopted for a consultant'• 

services,  it has been found advisable to allow the specific nature of 

the project as well as the  constraints under which service will have 
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to to performed te infittane« the final éeeUion.    I« »11 íMíIMM, 

tfce seat guarantee of food servios i« the eelection of the moet 

amata»! e consultant. 

itatenent bv tho Participent» from Indon—1 ¿l 

In 1969 th» National Planning Board bagan preparation of the 

«ountry's five year development plan,  "RIPELITA", which alma to achievs 

•oonoinic progress primarily  through th« rehabilitation of  the oountry1! 

industrias.    While  the economy  remaina essentially agriculturally 

baaed,  the emphasis  is on stabilising inflationary prices,  building up 

the country's infrastructure and increasing productivity of its export- 

oriented industries. 

The shortage of trained manpower, the lack of investment capital 

and of knowledge of technology and tools of efficient production, 

Inadequate training and reaearch and development facilitiee are charac- 

teristics of the country's  industries.    While  the past years have 

witnessed a number of studies,   reports and seminars directed at solving 

»anagement problems,   the  critical  need now is  for upgrading the over-all 

operations of  industries  which means  that   labour's productivity must  be 

isiproved,   technicians must   assume more operational  responsibility and 

•rices and quality of manufactured go >ds must  be competitive on world 

•arkets.    The practice among most management  and technical personnel 

ha« unfortunately been to downgrade their activities in order to adjust 

to problems which offer no easy  solution.    As a result of  a recent 

Management Consultation Seminar held in Gresik,  the country's management 

leaders were urged to study more closely the various so c i c—psycho logical 

factors that affect  industry and the community as   i whole.     Suggestions 

«ore also made to strengthen the educational efforts to support greater 

«nderstanding of these related laotore and to broaden the communication 

ohannels between industrial managers. 

§/ Mr. S. Adnan Harun,  Chief, Silicate Industries Division,  Directorate 
General for Chemical Industries, Department of Industry,  Djakarta} 

Mr. M. Harsono,  Director,  Institute for Industrial Research and 
Training,  Djakarta; 

Mr. W. Wignjodipcero,  President Director of BISMA, Sourabaya 
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laiMMift has received notable wiiitwca as a result of 

k«v* M lateral and multilateral technical assistance programme«, 

services of UNIDO  and of the United Nations Economic  Commission 

f©r Asia and ths Far East have lent valuable support to solving 

national problems.    Consulting services have also been received 

from the following countries:     Czechoslovakia,   Denmark,   the Federal 

••fuelle of Germany,  France,  Italy,  Japan,  the Netherlands,   the 

united Kingdom,  the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,   the United 

It ate« and Yugoslavia. 

It has  been observed that there are many advantages  for 

Industrial  clients in using outside consulting services.     Both 

foreign and local consultants are generally more able to make 

independent  and unbiased recommendations,  apply  their broader 

exeeri«">« t0 tn* Problem at hand,   work within definite  terms of 

reference,  concentrate on the specific problem  as opposed  to having 

to »lork out  a solution within the daily routine of office  procedures. 

Moreover,  consultants have the psychological  advantage of  being 

•oneidered "experts" which makes implementation of their recommend- 

ations much easier.     Clients are  also benefited  by the consultant's 

need to uphold his good reputation  through successful assignments. 

On the other hand,  there are a few disadvantages which deserve 

»Mention such as the consultant's  limited executive authority and 

nie need to  act normally through intermediaries,  his often brief 

Acquaintance with and understanding of local  conditions  and language. 

However,   these can be overcome if senior management personnel in the 

olient organization and the consultant take sufficient time to discus« 

the latter's recommendatic s.     Consultants should consider the heavy 

work loads of many of th. se officials and keep  the number of discus- 

sions to a required minimum.    Recommendations should be practical and 

should take into consideration the client's facilities  and the local 

conditions  in the country. 

Assigning counterparts to work with UNIDO  experts on assignment 

in the country has been found tc   contribute substantially  to the 

creation of a viable local consulting profession.    If the assigned 

counterpart receives sufficient salary for his work, he  is able to 

derote hie full time to learning and is later able to carry on the 
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"aftsi-Mrvioe" of most projects.    Since UNIDO experts play e 

•ajor role in the country's industrialization process,  they 

should be chosen with care, bearing in mind that the need in devel- 

oping countries is for highly skilled technicians who are able to 

adapt their problem-solving knowledge to local conditions. 

Statement by the Participant from Iran 1/ 

The services of consultants have played a key role in helping 

Iran implement its  industrial  development programmes  as set forth 

in the Government's development plans of  the past two decades. 

Current  estimates  of  industrial   needs  indicate  that   consulting 

services  will be  required to   carry out projects   in  the   areas of 

education,   housing,   agriculture,   dam  construction,   irrigation, 

communications  and   tranr.port.it.ion.     ¡iwin^  to   »^   lack   of  fully 

trained  local  personnel,   foreign   contini tan tn  will   be   railed upon 

to complement  the  activities  of   local   consultants   in   these  areas. 

Thus,   the  Government   has  concluded   agreements   with  various   foreign 

firms  to  begin  industrial  surveys  on   improving production   levels  in 

Iran's   basic  industries.     Karlier  assistance   from  foreign  consultants 

to infrastructurai   projects  has   enabled  Iran   to  carry    •¡t,  such urban 

projects  as  city water supply,   housing and  school   building 

construction. 

It has been  found that   the  system of  assigning local  counterparts 

to foreign consultants provides  otherwise unavailable   training to 

consultants on  the   local  level. 

In  the opinion  of many   government  and   industrial    leaders,   consulting 

services  have  contributed  to   the  high  level   performance  of  those 

responsible  for drawing up  the  Government's   latest  five year plan as 

well  as  to the increased , evels  of productivity in  the  various 

development projects  under the  supervision of the Han Organization. 

2/Mr. Kiomars Saghafi, Industrial Expert, Plan Organization, Teheran. 
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Statement by th« Participant from Malaysia" Jâ/ 

The Malaysian Productivity  Centre was initiated in 1966 as a 

joint venture between the Government and the Special Fund component 

of the United NationB Development Programme.     It aims,  inter alia, 

to provide a means of meeting the  country« B increasing demand for 

highly skilled industrial managers.    Operating as an autonomous body 

within the Government,  the Centre has established various training 

sections,  staff initially with  experts supplied by the International 

Labour Organisation,   and offering programmes  aimed at  developing 

industrial managers  and at increasing the level of industrial 

productivity.    The Centre also  assists with the preparation of 

in-plant  and refresher courses  offered at the various  large-scale 

industries.    Its monthly news  letter serves to provide the industrial 

community with valuable information on recent world-wide industrial 

developments. 

It has been proposed to extend the Centre's activities to include 

a consulting services section,   offering assistance in particular to the 

country's cottage and small-scale industries unable  to meet the high fee 

requirements of    private foreign consulting firms.     In planning for 

this extension, the  Centre has had to consider several  important factors 

related to setting up consulting services.     Consultants will need to 

work in close association with  the client revesting the  Centre's 

consulting services.    Moreover,   it is recognized that,   owing to the 

general  lack of information about the nature  and scope of consultancy 

work among the country's small-scale industrialists,   consultants will 

have to make additional efforts   to provide excellent  service and to 

build up trust in the consultant  as an effective problem solver.     In 

this  connexion,  it may be necessary for consultants  to  accept 

"demonstration" projects for little 01  no fees in order to obtain 

optimum publicity for their services.    The  Centre will  also need to 

draw on its good reputation within the business  community  to ensure 

that  clients properly implement  the consultant's  recommendations. 

The Centre is fully aware of the need to back up its  consulting services 

with adequate industrial research operations  and to  continually improve 

8/ Mr.  Abu Kassim bin Haji Mohamed, Director, National Productivity 
Centre, Kuala Lumpur. 
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th« performance of its consultants by making available to them 

upgrading and    refresher courses.    The needs of the industrial 

»actor as a whole will be periodically surveyed in order to direct 

consulting services to those  requiring assistance. 

Thus,  the Centre's  range of operation will be enlarged to 

permit even greater contributions to the country's  industrial 

development.    I., is believed that the Centre's  consulting 

services section will serve to complement the activities of other 

public agencies offering advisory services such  as  the Federal 

Industrial Development Authority which engages  in  identifying 

industrial investment opportunities,  the Majlis  Amanan Ra'ayat 

which promotes small-scale  industries on the regional level,  the 

Malaysian Industrial Development Finance Ltd.  which in addition 

to providing loans offers  various forms of technical advice to its 

customers,  and the Development Administration Unit within the 

Government's Economic Planning Section which offers training in 

management analysis for selected government officials. 

All these efforts  and more will  be required  to meet the 

increasing needs of Malaysian industry for consulting services. 

9/ 
Statement by the Participant from the Philippines'" 

Although  consulting services had been utilized by the public 

industrial sector as early  as the  19^0s,  it was  only in 195Ô with 

the organization of the   Industrial  Consulatum Services Department 

of the now defunct  Industrial Development  Centre   that consultancy 

emerged as a profession   in  the private sector.     Since  that time, 

many socio-economic factors,   the nature of Philippine enterprises 

and the highly unpredictable market  for consultants have affected 

the growth and  the development of consulting firms  in  the 

Philippines. 

Philippine industry has long been export-oriented.    Thus the 

protective import tariffs  gradually set up in  the  1960s by foreign 

2/Mr.  Jose B.  Viado, Jr.,  Managing Director, PERCON INC., Industrial 
and Management Consultants, Manila. 
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Governments presented Philippine industry with financial set backs. 

Moreover,  the Government in aiming to encourage foreign investments 

in the country,   lifted the  import and foreign exchange controls, 

thereby heightening the  already highly competitive  internal market 

situation.    Considering the  inadequate management  situation that 

prevailed in most  local  firms,   the time should have  been ripe for 

consulting services to have  established a strong foothold in the 

country.    However,  for various  reasons some of which are explained 

below,  this period saw the proliferation and the subsequent extinction 

of a number of consulting organizations. 

The majority of industries in the country are of a small-scale 

nature;    moreover, most manufacturing concerns in the medium—sized 

and large-scale categories  are owned by individual proprietors. 

According to a 1959 survey undertaken  jointly by  the National 

Economic Council  and  ¿he UNESCO National  Commission on the Philippines, 

the education level of managers in small-scale and medium-sized industries 

is  as follows:     29 per cent with college education,   32 per cent with 

secondary school education,   24 per cent with elementary school 

certificates,  and 14 per cent with an education below the elementary 

school level.    Most of these industries lacked trained professionals 

able to diagnose problems  and to implement their solutions. 

By tradition, most proprietors owning industries in the country 

are skeptical of outside assistance.    Additionally,   the corporate 

structure of many of these firms is comprised of family associations 

where the right of inheritance and not the professional ability is 

a requisite for running the firm's operations.    As  a result,  long-term 

client-consultant relationships were difficult for consulting firms to 

establish.    Most- assignments were on short-range,   "crisis-oriented" 

basis.    Hence,  the sporadic nature of the market  can be viewed as 

contributing to the disappearance of many indigenous  consulting firms. 

Regardless of past difficulties,  it is believed that consultancy 

will generally fare much better in the yet s ahead.     In most instances 

retrenchment has been the solution to many firms'   problems.    Among 

the consulting firms specializing in one field,   as  for example,  in 

management consultancy,  a system of reciprocity has been successfully 

set up.    Smaller-scale consulting firms have developed skilled but 
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flexible Professionals;  larger firms have increased their areas of 

operation.    Furthermore,  the educational level of industrial 

executives has recently been upgraded as is evident from the more 

sophisticated management techniques now being employed in industry. 

Basically,  two major problems  face the  consultancy profession 

in the Philippines:     first,  that of promoting professionalism,  and 

secondly,  that of establishing consultancy standards.    As  regards 

the former,  it has been found that many consultants practicing on 

a part-time basis have not the time and often not the interest in 

turning in a highly professional performance.     This unfortunately 

has served to undermine the work of consultants  in the country.    It 

has further been recognized among professional  consultants  in the 

country that standard criteria for evaluating consultants'1   work 

would be a valuable contribution to the profession.    It is  in this 

connexion that international agencies« such as UNIDO, can make a 

valuable contribution. 

12/ Statement by the P art icipant from Singapore 

The Economic Development Board of Singapore was established in 

1961  to assist the country in meeting its development targets.    To 

date,  it has  created more than 300 industrial  plants with  a paid-in 

capital of more than US$130 million.     The Board's  responsibilities 

include promoting industrial development by means  of financial and 

advisory assistance  to  domestic industrialists  planning to  establish 

or to expand   their operations.     The   Consultancy   and Productivity  Division 

provides  industry with   a broad range of technical   services,   administered 

by the following agencies:     The Singapore  Institute of Standards  and 

Industrial  Research;     the Engineering Industrial  Development Agency; 

the National Productivity  Centre  and the Light   Industries Service Unit. 

The Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research 

provides new industries with facilities for quality control,  testing 

10/Mr. Hui-Boon Tan, Acting Director, Light Industries Service, 
Economic Development Board, Singapore. 
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and inspection.    The Institute's facilities are presently available 

to industrial firms in the fields of chemicals, heavy engineering, 

building materials  and construction, food technology and food science. 

Future operational plans include undertaking,  on a contractual basi», 

industrial  research  and development projects. 

The Engineering Industries Development Agency offers training 

programmes for unskilled workers and provides local industries with 

laboratory and workshop facilities.    Additionally, the Agency's skilled 

technical personnel undertake  consulting assignments in various 

industrial  fields.     The Agency is  currently providing several industrial 

•enrices otherwise unavailable in the country such as mould making, 

metal finishing and machine construction. 

The National Productivity  Centre is basically geared to provide 

labour-management  relationship services and industrial  engineering 

services  to the Jurong Industrial Estate.     Additionally,  the  Centre 

offers training orientation programmes aimed at improving labour 

productivity. 

The Light Industries Service Unit was started in 1963 to provide 

small-scale industries with urgently needed technical and managerial 

consulting services.     When needed,   the Unit  is  also able to supply 

technical  assistance  to those industries  requesting aid. 

As  is evident  from the work of the above mentioned agencies,   the 

Board has provided industry with consulting services on an organized and 

professional basis.     The accomplishments of  all  agencies in the field 

of consultancy have  been numerous;   a few example of successful project 

listance are summarized below. 

- Advice on redesigning plant layout rendered to a local printing 

which resulted in a substantial increase in the firm's level of 

productivity; 

- Assistant  to  a local textile knitting manufacturer in setting 

up an effective production pi« ning and control system which, 

according to  the client's estimai,  has  resulted in annual 

savings of over US$1^0,000. 

- Advice to a manufacturer of soya beans on redesigning his 

production  equipment; 
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• In order to assist a food plant in meeting export health 

requirements|  consultants were required to redesign the 

plant layout.    As a result,  the requirements were met and 

production capacity increased fourfold; 

- Numerous small-scale industries, unable to pay high fees 

for service,   have been  assisted by management consultants 

in such areas  as inventory control  and cost accounting. 

These are but  a few of the services the Division is in a 

position to  render.     While the Government  is providing a small 

portion of  consulting services,   the  country's needs for technical 

assistance  are growing at a fast rate particularly in the fields 

of management development, shipbuilding construction,  oil 

exploration, soil investigation. 

Statement by the Participant from Thailand—' 

Since operational practices and procedures of most Thai industry 

have not at this period achieved a high level of technical sophistication, 

the majority of the problems  faced by its  industrial sector are therefore 

amenable to relatively straightforward consulting services.    Specifically, 

assistance  is needed in the areas of management development,  industrial 

engineering,  cost  and management  accounting,  production engineering, 

marketing and personnel management. 

Thailand's Management Development and Productivity Centre in 

Bangkok provides both industrial sectors with management consulting 

services.     The Centre was initially established as a management 

training institution within the Industrial Works  jepartment of the 

Ministry of Industry.     Consulting services  are  therefore an additional 

service of  the Centre,  designed to offer assistance in implementing on 

the plant  and management level   the  techniques  acquired through the 

Centre's  training programmes.     Thus,   the development  in April  1969 of 

the Centre's Management  Consulting Division was  regarded as a progressive 

step in organizing and supervising the Centre's consulting work. 

11/Mr. U.  Bhasavanich,  Director—General, Department of Industrial Works, 
Ministry of Industry,  Bangkok. 
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Th« Division» s immediate goal is to train Thai nationals as management 

consultants fully versed in the management procedures practiced hy 

foreign consultants and equipped to adapt these methods to meet the 

specific needs of Thai industries.    Selected members of the Centre 

present teaching staff comprise the initial group of management 

consultant trainees.     (Qualified teachers have assumed the teacher 

posts left vacant so that the Centre's  training division may 

continue its valuable work.)    It is planned that future trainees 

will be recruited from outside the Centre and selected on the basis 

of previous training and knowledge of English. 

One specialized expert and four experienced general practitioners 

have been supplied by the International Labour Organisation to act as 

the Centre's  initial instructors in management consultancy.    The 

teaching methods adopted are similar to those used by foreign firms 

for training their junior staff;  the syllabus includes both the 

theoretical and practical  approach to problem solving,  the latter 

drawing heavily on the Centre's experience with and knowledge of Thai 

industry. 

The Centre recognizes  the invaluable experience gained by 

having trainees work as counterparts to international consultants on 

assignment for various Thai  clients.     It is planned that the trainee's 

share of job responsibility will be gradually increased in proportion 

to the degree of skill achieved.    Trainees who have performed well  and 

have been judged competent will be given individual assignments to  be 

carried out under the supervision of the international consultant. 

Eventually,  the programme aims to develop over a two-year period fully 

trained consultants so that they may assume  the  roles of instructors 

and/or supervisors.    With a qualified indigenous  staff of teaching 

sxpcrts, the Centre hopes  to diminish its dependence on outside 

instructural assistance. 

It is also planned to augment the  above proposed training scheme 

fcy sending appropriate Thai nationals  abroad for a period of six months 

during which they will work as  trainees with established consulting firms 

or -with other suitable organizations.     In this way,  it is hoped that 

they will have the direct exposure to  and supervised participation in 

the operations of modern,  professional management consulting firms. 
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In selecting candidates to receive training as consultantsv 

the Centre considers the academic and vocational background of the 

applicant in terms of his contribution to building up a balanced 

team of management consultants.    However,  it is not intended the 

trainees should concentrate exclusively on their specialized fields; 

rather they will  in practice be trained to undertake assignments 

covering a broad range of management problems aimed at developing 

knowledge and flexibility. 

The  Centre views  consulting and teaching as closely  related 

and mutually supporting activities.    Just as experience in teaching 

represents a valuable background for prospective consultantst  so 

also will the practical problem-solving experience of practicing 

consultants made  a substantial contribution to  the  training activity. 

In this  connexion,   local  consultants  while in  training will be 

encouraged to attend  selected courses offered at   the  Centre. 

Although  its training and  consulting divisions  are physically 

separate units,   their efforts are  aimed at reaching similar targets 

through co—operation. 

Ultimately,   the  Centra's management consulting service hopes 

to develop an effective management  consultancy  training service 

division able to  provide training courses  for Thai  nationals wishing 

to become industrial  technical consultants as well  as to  encourage 

the formation of viable local consulting firms. 
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âWEEX 2    ORGANI ZATIOKAL MATTERS 

WORK PROGRAMME AND APHTHA V 

»4t 

if |» 

Monday. 1 Decewber 

9:30 AM 

10x30 AM 

11x30 AM 

U30 

Registration, adeinlrtra-tiT« matters 

Opening ceremony 

Organizational working session 

(a) Election of officers 
(b) Adoption of the agenda 
(c) Organization of the work 

"Functions and Responsibilities of 
Consultants" by H. Yamaguchi (lD/W0.5l/4) 
and by A. Takanaka (ID/WG.51/1). 

Discussion 

T 2 December 

9x00 AM 

1130 PM 

••Methods of Selecting Consultants" 
by D.M. Taylor (ID/WO.51/6). 

Discussion 

Statements by participants 

Discussion 

t 3 Pf9f»>f*> 

9x00 All "Contractual and Financial Arrangements 
in Connexion with a Consulting Assignment" 
by A. Strömberg (ID/WG.51/5). 

1x30 PM 

Discussion 

Statements by participants 

Discussion 

¿/ Distributed as doousient ID/W.5l/7/lev.1. 
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ttOO All "laplaMOtfttion of Consultant's 
• leooaajendations", by K.A. Bond (H>/*0.5l/Ì). 

Diacuaaion 

1i30 m Statements by participants 

Diacuaaion 

i \ Vnwton 
•, tOO all Gondii i ona for a Suoceaaful Cotaaaltlac 

Acalgnaant" (•aployar - Conaultanrt lelatleessatta), 
ay J. Ooaeinaki (lT)/m.5l/3). 

1i30 PM Statements by participante 

Diacuaaion 

9tOO All "Trainine of Consultante", »/ ». 
(ID/WO.51/2). 

Diacuaaion 

lllO I« Stataaanta by partioipearts 

Diaouaaion 

ftOO Al Oanaral diacuaaion: Waya and aaana of 
proridinf nor« effective oonaultlnf senrioaa 
to induetry. 

1t30 PM Oanaral diacuaaion on the Workshop Report | 
preliminary recommendations. 

.  10 December 

9:00 AM Final diacuaaion; approval of the 
Raport and R«commendatione 

AFTDBOOI Closing session 

Adjournment 

.  11  Deoembor to Saturday.   M Decampar 

Study tour to the K&nsai  District 

flfoa of tha Naetioit 

Tokyo International Cantre 
Address:    11-42,  Hooaur*-caot ïeàifmjr»* Ï**3T« 
Telephone;    Tokyo (?67)    2311 Talaxt    OfCAfTIC 
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